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UIL Eligibility (no pass, no play)

Football Tickets
for Band &
Guard Families

Uniform Updates
Football Tickets in COVID

Due to reduced stadium
capacity, SCUC ISD

Opening Set for “La Suerte De Los Tontos”

Athletics has adopted a
ticket prioritization
system where families of
participants (including
Band & Color Guard) will
each have the
opportunity to purchase
up to four tickets (two
for the Steele/Clemens
Game) to selected games
(see the document
described below for that
schedule).
I have published the
guidelines and a link for
ticket purchase in every
student’s Google
Classroom in the
“Stream.” Parents may
also log in to their
CutTime account and
click on the Files/Docs
tab at the top to access
the information and link.
If you have questions,
please email Matt
Boening @
mboening@scuc.txed.net

1st UIL Eligibility Check coming up this Friday!
It’s hard to believe, but we’ve arrived at
the 6th week of instruction! This is a
really important checkpoint for Band,
Fall Sports, and all other Fall UIL events.
Even though SCUC ISD adheres to a 9Week Grading Cycle, UIL rules dictate
that everyone across the state must use
the 1st 6-Weeks for their first Eligibility
Check.
So, what does that mean? The short
version is, students must be passing all of
their classes on Friday (Sep. 25) in order
to stay eligible. Teachers will put in final
grades on Monday (Sep. 28), and official
progress reports will come out on
Tuesday (Sep. 29).
If a student is failing a class on their
progress report, and that student is
participating in marching band, they will
still need to attend before and after
school rehearsals, but will not be allowed
to participate in football games, or
marching contests. Students have an
opportunity to re-gain eligibility at the
end of the 1st 9-Weeks grading period.

It’s been a crazy start, and we have had
to be very flexible, but our first football
game is coming up on October 2nd!
We will put out specific logistical info to
the students the week of the game, but I
wanted to remind everyone that schoolappropriate khaki shorts are a required
part of our uniform. Last year’s shorts
are totally fine (upperclassmen), but
we’re asking students to take care of this
this week, as they might hit a snag if they
wait until the last minute. I recommend
Amazon.com, Walmart.com, or similar,
as many in-person stores have started
transitioning to Fall clothing.
Predicting the weather in South Texas is
like trying to read a crystal ball. We may
experience some cooler games where we
will switch over to jeans (no holes,
please), but then the next game will be
back to 95 degrees. We will all need to
be flexible and students will be allowed
to wear jackets/hoodies over their band
polo if the weather dictates.

